Tasks for transactional writing- carousel
1. A new leisure complex has opened up in your area and you have been invited to visit and
provide a review for publicity. The owners of the complex are hoping to appeal to college
students.
Write a review of the leisure centre.

2. The Headteacher or Principal of a neighbouring school is considering changing the way
students use their mobile phones throughout the school day.
Provide a report on how your school’s students use their mobile phones during the school day and
make recommendations for the leader of the neighbouring school.

3. Following the success of athletes in the Olympic Games, a group of top athletes would like to
use their experiences in improving their performance in their sport to help all teenagers in
whatever they want to do better in their own lives.
Write a guide to advise school leavers how they could use their experiences on how to improve in
school by borrowing skills from other areas of achievement.

4. Your local MP wants to develop an area of a park purely for use by retired people.
Write a letter to your MP either supporting or rejecting his idea.

5. Write a letter to a secondary school aged relative persuading them to try life without
electronic communication devices for a week.

6. You have been invited onto local radio to present your views in a debate based on
‘Teenagers should realise that looks fade but brains get sharper’.
You have to prepare a speech arguing either for or against the statement.

7. A company is releasing a new magazine for pet and animal lovers. They are running an
article writing competition and you decide to enter.
Write a lively article for the magazine. You could write about:


The advantages and/or disadvantages of pet and animal ownership

